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Beth Morton @beth_morton
2 hours until #MigraineChat! June is Migraine and Headache Awareness Month (#MHAM #MHAM2020). We’ll talk
about the transitions & experiences from episodic to chronic #migraine, something that isn’t always given enough
attention. #YouNeedCommunity Details https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop https://t.co/S0D5VsqO9C

Brianne Benness @bennessb
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! June is Migraine and Headache Awareness Month (#MHAM
#MHAM2020). We’ll talk about the transit…

LUCAS @ShawnFnLucas
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! June is Migraine and Headache Awareness Month (#MHAM
#MHAM2020). We’ll talk about the transit…

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! June is Migraine and Headache Awareness Month (#MHAM
#MHAM2020). We’ll talk about the transit…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Happy #MHAM! Thanks for being here today. I hope you are all doing
as well as possible. If you are joining for the first time, please review the chat tips & guidelines here:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Two main tips: (1) I’ll start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Remember to start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2, etc.
(or quote tweet). (2) Always include the #MigraineChat hashtag! It makes following the conversation easier & ensures
your tweets make the transcript.

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Happy #MHAM! Thanks for being here today. I hope
you are all doing as well as po…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Two main tips: (1) I’ll start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Remember to start your corresponding
reply w/A1, A2, etc. (or q…
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Beth Morton @beth_morton
Who is here for #MigraineChat today? If you want, introduce yourself in a way you are comfortable. I’m Beth, your
host, joining from Vermont where last week was summer and this week we’ve dipped back into spring!

Beth Morton @beth_morton
A few standing reminders. Twitter is a public forum and we are discussing health-related topics. Share only what is
comfortable for you. Please refrain from posting GIFs with flashing media. They can be #migraine triggers for some.
#MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
@beth_morton Hey, Beth. Happy June! #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Finally, remember that nothing shared during #MigraineChat should be considered medical advice or a substitute for
talking with your doctor.

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: A few standing reminders. Twitter is a public forum and we are discussing health-related topics.
Share only what is comfor…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Finally, remember that nothing shared during #MigraineChat should be considered medical
advice or a substitute for talking…

Sari C Mauro @ArchivistSariM
@beth_morton I'm Sari -- In Boston trying to do two things at once (this and a web meeting). We'll see how it goes!
#MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Don’t forget: Kick off #MHAM on Monday with #MigraineChat. See details below and join me
because #YouNeedCommunity!

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Today we’ll chat about some of the things we’ve learned, wish we’d known, or have noticed are different from our
time having episodic #migraine attacks versus chronic attacks. Remember, migraine is experienced as a continuum
and not everyone experiences all levels. #MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
@beth_morton Hiya! Katie, here, joining from a hot and dry UK. #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Today we’ll chat about some of the things we’ve learned, wish we’d known, or have noticed are
different from our time havi…
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Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q1: If you had episodic #migraine for a period before transitioning to chronic migraine, were you aware that migraine
could be so severe (e,g., to the point of daily attacks)? #MigraineChat https://t.co/8LFSmksJvc

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q1: If you had episodic #migraine for a period before transitioning to chronic migraine, were you
aware that migraine coul…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q1.2 Follow up: if you’re episodic now, are you aware of chronic and/or intractable #migraine? #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
A1 Even when I had a dr who was an expert in migraine, no one ever told me about episodic migraine becoming
chronic. And no one ever told me about intractable migraine. Is it lack of knowledge in medical communities?
#MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@ArchivistSariM You can always pop back to the questions later, but happy to have you here as long as possible!
#MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q1.2 Follow up: if you’re episodic now, are you aware of chronic and/or intractable #migraine?
#MigraineChat

Amy Ewald @aimee1002
@beth_morton I'm here for #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@fabriKatie Hello! We had that weather last week! #MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
A1. Thankfully can't call myself chronic but when I discovered more about migraine it was a real shock to learn that
some people have symptoms every single day. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@Alexandria_SZ Happy June! Thanks for being here today! #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @fabriKatie: A1. Thankfully can't call myself chronic but when I discovered more about migraine it was a real
shock to learn that some p…

Sari C Mauro @ArchivistSariM
@beth_morton A1. In retrospect I did have episodic migraine before becoming chronic, but they were never
identified as migraines -- I first got a dx of migraines after I became chronic the 2nd time (It's a bit of a long story). I
really wish I had known. #MigraineChat
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
@beth_morton ♥  #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @ArchivistSariM: @beth_morton A1. In retrospect I did have episodic migraine before becoming chronic, but they
were never identified as…

Amy Ewald @aimee1002
@beth_morton Amy Ewald from Michigan and we have gone from Winter to late summer and then back to spring.
I've had chronic migraine for over 20 years. #migrainechat

Krista @Kristacatlady
@beth_morton Hi, everyone. I am Krista. Living outside St Louis in Illinois. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@michele120861 Oh, no. Thanks for joining #MIgraineChat. Participate as much or as little as you want.

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@aimee1002 Hi Amy. This bouncy weather is not migraine friendly (at least for me)! #MigraineChat

Krista @Kristacatlady
@beth_morton A1: I am dx w/chronic intractable migraine. Have been chronic for 14 yr. I had been chronic
periodically during stressful times of my life. Topomax always made them stop, then 14 yr ago, it stopped working
#MigraineChat

Jelly @notfortoast
@beth_morton Hi, Kathleen here for #MigraineChat from SoCal

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q2: If you are currently episodic, has any doctor informed you about factors that predict chronic #migraine and are
controllable? If you are already chronic, do you know with any confidence what contributed to your transition from
episodic migraine? #MigraineChat https://t.co/dVHAro5t3k

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Happy #MHAM! Thanks for being here today. I hope
you are all doing as well as po…

Krista @Kristacatlady
@beth_morton A1b: I didn't know people could have migraine attacks daily, but I did know about CM. My mom and
sister had it for a little while. I also was chronic for a short time when I was about 15. #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q2: If you are currently episodic, has any doctor informed you about factors that predict chronic
#migraine and are contro…
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Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Today we’ll chat about some of the things we’ve learned, wish we’d known, or have noticed are
different from our time havi…

Katie @fabriKatie
A2. I am episodic but feel I have had times when I've been bordering on chronic. Have never had a doctor mention
chronic migraine. #MigraineChat

Sari C Mauro @ArchivistSariM
@beth_morton A2. I suspect there may have been a stress-letdown event at play in my latest chronification, but I
honestly have no confidence in anything being a contributing factor. #MigraineChat

Krista @Kristacatlady
@beth_morton A2: I think it was an immense of stress and change in my life. That is when I went chronic in years
before. The last to be though, Topomax stopped working. I have 3 relatives that have had chronic migraine so I think
I was, more susceptible. #MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Happy #MHAM! Thanks for being here today. I hope
you are all doing as well as po…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
A2 several cracked teeth were causing the almost-2-year intractable migraine. No drs, dentists, or oral surgeons here
seem to know of any connection. I think that may have been what caused my several-year chronic period
#MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @Kristacatlady: @beth_morton A1b: I didn't know people could have migraine attacks daily, but I did know about
CM. My mom and sister had…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @fabriKatie: A2. I am episodic but feel I have had times when I've been bordering on chronic. Have never had a
doctor mention chronic mi…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @Kristacatlady: @beth_morton A2: I think it was an immense of stress and change in my life. That is when I went
chronic in years before.…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @ArchivistSariM: @beth_morton A2. I suspect there may have been a stress-letdown event at play in my latest
chronification, but I honest…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Q2: If you are currently episodic, has any doctor informed you about factors that predict chronic
#migraine and are contro…

groweatgift @groweatgift
@beth_morton Hello. I'm Emily and I'm the the UK. We're going from too much rain to too much sun, apparently.
Fluctuating weather less than ideal for health. #MigraineChat
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groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @beth_morton: Today we’ll chat about some of the things we’ve learned, wish we’d known, or have noticed are
different from our time havi…

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @beth_morton: Q1: If you had episodic #migraine for a period before transitioning to chronic migraine, were you
aware that migraine coul…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@Alexandria_SZ That’s a really good question!! I wonder if many of us are episodic while younger and end up having
new doctors as we get older and progress towards chronic migraine and the info never gets shared to the original
doctor. #MigraineChat

Krista @Kristacatlady
@groweatgift @beth_morton Yes, lots of changes in weather can really ramp up migraine attacks. #MigraineChat

Jelly @notfortoast
@beth_morton Q2b: the stress of divorce after 13 years of marriage, the last 5 of it empty. Shortly after, did a tracker
per doc, and 28 out of 31 migraine days...I’d previously had chronic daily headaches and episodic migraine.
#MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
@beth_morton No. I used to assume it was occasional/as a result of triggers but as I've aged, frequency has
increased hugely. Also have more friends with regular migraine issues. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q3: For those who have chronic migraine, did your relationship with your doctor(s) change once your #migraine
attacks became chronic? Do you feel you received better, worse, or similar care than when you were episodic?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/PJzHZx7RmC

Krista @Kristacatlady
@beth_morton A3: I got better care because as soon I realized I was starting to go chronic, I called and made an
appointment with a headache specialist. I grew up with health issues and was a case manager so was lucky to already
know the system and how to advocate for myself. #MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
@beth_morton My doctor gave me nothing other than Sumatriptan. Any tips/techniques I use are from working it
out myself. Doctor hasn't shown any support/offered tests, despite migraines getting ever more frequent. 'Expected
with EDS: suck it up' is most common treatment offered. #MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @beth_morton: Q3: For those who have chronic migraine, did your relationship with your doctor(s) change once
your #migraine attacks beca…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
#MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
Absolutely possible. And so many specialists treating each area of the body separate from any other parts or
conditions, like migraine as a headache-only condition rather than as a neurological disorder affecting the entire
body #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @Kristacatlady: @groweatgift @beth_morton Yes, lots of changes in weather can really ramp up migraine attacks.
#MigraineChat
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Krista @Kristacatlady
@beth_morton A3b: I always keep track of HAS in my area so if I need to, I can change docs. I have gone a number of
neurologists trying to get proper care. Getting proper care is very difficult for people with chronic intractable
migraine, I think. #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q3: For those who have chronic migraine, did your relationship with your doctor(s) change once
your #migraine attacks beca…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
A3 I felt my care deteriorated. When the migraine attacks became chronic, then intractable, the doctor kept telling
me to reduce my stress and to “get those migraines down”. Other doctors were kinder but still baffled.
#MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q4: For those with chronic #migraine, what advice would you give to those with episodic migraine or those who are
newly transitioned to chronic migraine? #MigraineChat https://t.co/uZ5v8wgcjd

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: #MigraineChat

Sari C Mauro @ArchivistSariM
@beth_morton A3. I (eventually) got referred to a specialist, although not quickly enough perhaps, in retrospect.
Because of that I got more focused care after I became chronic, but the 1st specialist I saw, it did not feel like that
focused care was necessarily good care #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @Kristacatlady: @beth_morton A3b: I always keep track of HAS in my area so if I need to, I can change docs. I
have gone a number of neur…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q4: For those with chronic #migraine, what advice would you give to those with episodic migraine
or those who are newly tr…

groweatgift @groweatgift
@beth_morton Not sure what counts as chronic but doctors had already shown lack of EDS awareness - now I expect
little beyond meds. My relationship with GPs changed when they misdiagnosed perotinitis as stress & I was on a drip
for 7+ days. Lost White Coat faith/trust in system. #MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @Kristacatlady: @groweatgift @beth_morton Yes, lots of changes in weather can really ramp up migraine attacks.
#MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @beth_morton: Q4: For those with chronic #migraine, what advice would you give to those with episodic migraine
or those who are newly tr…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
A4 I didn’t get relief from the intractable migraine and reduce the chronic ones back to episodic till I started treating
my body as one whole, interconnected structure and searching my entire lifestyle, body, injuries, meds, interactions,
treatments, etc #MigraineChat

Krista @Kristacatlady
@beth_morton A4: Join support groups of people with chronic migraine for support and info, learn as much as you
can, advocate for yourself, and try to see a headache specialist. If you aren't happy with your care or doc, try to find
another if you can. #MigraineChat
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @Kristacatlady: @beth_morton A4: Join support groups of people with chronic migraine for support and info,
learn as much as you can, adv…

Jelly @notfortoast
@beth_morton A4: Don’t accept it as a normal part of your existence (advice I wish I’d given myself, and still need
tbh) #MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
@beth_morton I recently discovered that massaging adrenal point on foot can help reduce time migraine lasts if
caught early - esp if someone else can do it. Hurts/can make me nauseous but helps. #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
#MigraineChat

Raven Mae @MaeNena73
@beth_morton A2: My episodic migraines turned chronic with a stroke, which I nearly didn't bother to seek treatment
for because it felt so much like a really bad migraine. As it was, I didn't seek tx early enough to be of help.
#MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
That sounds much more efficient and leading toward succesful treatment #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
A4. (A little thread) Keep track of your pain and symptoms. Develop a consistent journal or calendar where you can
track pain changes every single month so you can see trends over time. This may help you catch an increase in pain
days.

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @notfortoast: @beth_morton A4: Don’t accept it as a normal part of your existence (advice I wish I’d given myself,
and still need tbh) #…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
Oh (#MigraineChat) Also, don’t be afraid to address concerns regarding treatments. Trust your gut, go home and
research before always saying yes to something your doctor suggests. Not every treatment is for everyone.

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @Alexandria_SZ: A4 I didn’t get relief from the intractable migraine and reduce the chronic ones back to episodic
till I started treatin…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q5: If you have had low-episodic #migraine and are now chronic (or even high episodic), what are some of the ways
the experience of migraine is different? #MigraineChat For those who are generally low-episodic, consider periods
when you’ve had more in a month than another. https://t.co/yR3XkpGbuq

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Q5: If you have had low-episodic #migraine and are now chronic (or even high episodic), what are
some of the ways the expe…

Sari C Mauro @ArchivistSariM
@beth_morton Coming back to this because it's sticking in my mind: If I had more information about migraine &
chronification, I think there are things I would have done differently re: treatment. I have to work hard to remember
that it's not my fault I didn't know. #MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @notfortoast: @beth_morton A4: Don’t accept it as a normal part of your existence (advice I wish I’d given myself,
and still need tbh) #…
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @HemingwayMuse: Oh (#MigraineChat) Also, don’t be afraid to address concerns regarding treatments. Trust
your gut, go home and researc…

Katie @fabriKatie
A5. A big part of it for me is the way it impacts my mood. I have phases with a lot of "grumbly" days and these can be
harder to deal with than one big attack. #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q5: If you have had low-episodic #migraine and are now chronic (or even high episodic), what are
some of the ways the expe…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @fabriKatie: A5. A big part of it for me is the way it impacts my mood. I have phases with a lot of "grumbly" days
and these can be hard…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @ArchivistSariM: @beth_morton Coming back to this because it's sticking in my mind: If I had more information
about migraine & chronific…

Krista @Kristacatlady
@beth_morton A5: When I had a few migraine attacks a year, the migraine attacks were extremely intense. Now that I
have a nonstop migraine, there is a great deal of variability in intensity of symptoms. I also have many more
symptoms now. #MigraineChat

Sari C Mauro @ArchivistSariM
@beth_morton A5. Because migraine symptoms are, for me, a low-to-medium background hum that occasionally
spike into things that are more defined attacks, I experience my CM much more as a whole body disease now.
#MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
@notfortoast @beth_morton I find I have to accept it or I'll get depressed about situation. Wish it was taken more
seriously. Ditto chronic pain in general. WAY more training needed - so common but so few medics here have any
useful advice. Glad I know how to read academic papers. #MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @beth_morton: Q5: If you have had low-episodic #migraine and are now chronic (or even high episodic), what are
some of the ways the expe…

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @ArchivistSariM: @beth_morton A5. Because migraine symptoms are, for me, a low-to-medium background hum
that occasionally spike into thi…

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @Kristacatlady: @beth_morton A5: When I had a few migraine attacks a year, the migraine attacks were extremely
intense. Now that I have…

Krista @Kristacatlady
@beth_morton A5b: when I was episodic, migraine didn't consume my life. It is a part of my identity now since I have
an ongoing daily attack. It impacts all the parts of my life. It sounds quite awful, but it is usually ok. I can still enjoy
life, it is just very different. #MigraineChat

Sari C Mauro @ArchivistSariM
@beth_morton A5 cont. More variety in symptoms in more places in my body, with more variability, and more WTF-
ness. I also can identify emotional symptoms -- anxiety, depression, irritability, weepiness, etc -- that become 80%
better with my triptan. #MigraineChat
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groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @fabriKatie: A5. A big part of it for me is the way it impacts my mood. I have phases with a lot of "grumbly" days
and these can be hard…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
A5 Before the migraine attacks became chronic, they were a painful but relatively infrquent condition. When they
became chronic, I realized migraine is a disorder, a permanent one, not an inconvenience. The intractable migraine
changed my life completely #MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @ArchivistSariM: @beth_morton Coming back to this because it's sticking in my mind: If I had more information
about migraine & chronific…

Katie @fabriKatie
@Kristacatlady @beth_morton This has made me think. I can list a whole load of symptoms now that I couldn't as a
teenager. Do I have more now or was it just beacuse I was a teenager who didn't know what she was looking for and
had even less of a clue about articulating it? #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q6: Have you ever successfully reverted from chronic to episodic #migraine? If so, what helped? If not, do you have
hope you will one day? What gives you that hope? #MigraineChat https://t.co/JAS22Dg8NJ

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Q6: Have you ever successfully reverted from chronic to episodic #migraine? If so, what helped? If
not, do you have hope y…

Sari C Mauro @ArchivistSariM
@beth_morton A5 cont. Pain-wise I can't really tell if the pain has gotten less intense or painful (those terms don't
always mean the same thing to me), or if I've just habituated in some way. Either way, I feel like I can "cope" with the
pain with less difficulty #MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @ArchivistSariM: @beth_morton A5 cont. More variety in symptoms in more places in my body, with more
variability, and more WTF-ness. I a…

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @Kristacatlady: @beth_morton A5b: when I was episodic, migraine didn't consume my life. It is a part of my
identity now since I have an…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
If you’re episodic: Sometimes you transition to chronic through no fault of your own. I never want to place blame, but
I also hate to see anyone’s attacks progress for lack of information. I encourage you to talk w/your doctor about
controllable predictors/factors. #MigraineChat

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@beth_morton #migrainechat A2: my then-PCP prescribed fioricet as an acute medication. It’s now considered a
strong contributor to escalation of migraine disease from episodic to chronic.

Krista @Kristacatlady
@fabriKatie @beth_morton Yes, I wonder, too--if I had things like confusion or clumsiness during migraine attacks
when I was young. Or did the intense pain and nausea keep me from noticing other symptoms. I am not sure.
#MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @Kristacatlady: @beth_morton A5: When I had a few migraine attacks a year, the migraine attacks were extremely
intense. Now that I have…
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Jelly @notfortoast
@beth_morton A5: sound sensitivity has exponentially ramped up. My guy asked permission to eat recently, which
was sad and horrifying. The bad ones are becoming intractable, and the hangovers last 2-3 days #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
@Kristacatlady @beth_morton Same here #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @groweatgift: @notfortoast @beth_morton I find I have to accept it or I'll get depressed about situation. Wish it
was taken more serious…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @Kristacatlady: @beth_morton A5b: when I was episodic, migraine didn't consume my life. It is a part of my
identity now since I have an…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @ArchivistSariM: @beth_morton A5 cont. More variety in symptoms in more places in my body, with more
variability, and more WTF-ness. I a…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @fabriKatie: @Kristacatlady @beth_morton This has made me think. I can list a whole load of symptoms now that
I couldn't as a teenager.…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q6: Have you ever successfully reverted from chronic to episodic #migraine? If so, what helped? If
not, do you have hope y…

MoronicMusings_Of_A_Middle-AgedMigraneur @migrainemusings
@beth_morton A4. Be careful with your sleep patterns and your meds. Those are 2 things that u actually have some
control over, unlike stress, etc. #migrainechat

groweatgift @groweatgift
@beth_morton As my migraines have increased, they've become more intense & multi sensory/disabling. Also
triggered by more things, pain being most annoying trigger. Used to be manageable by avoiding wine/dark choc etc.
Now, new allergies emerging regularly & with them, migraine. #MigraineChat

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@beth_morton #migrainechat A3: my first attempt at specialty care w/ general neurologist—he tried two meds &
said he couldn’t do anything else for me. 😡 A certified headache specialist, OTOH, treated me like a grown-up &
kept me alive long enough for CGRP antagonists 😁

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
@beth_morton A6 Yes. I had the cracked teeth that kept the intractable migraine triggered extracted. The teeth may
have been what caused the migraine to go chronic. Losing 5 teeth (and the long healing process) got the migraine
back to episodic #MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @migrainemusings: @beth_morton A4. Be careful with your sleep patterns and your meds. Those are 2 things that
u actually have some contr…

Katie @fabriKatie
A6. When I was working I had a very real fear that I was chronifying. Quitting my job has not "cured" me but it has
helped a lot with management. I think it may have stopped me from tipping over to chronic. For that, I am hugely
grateful. #MigraineChat
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Sari C Mauro @ArchivistSariM
@beth_morton A6. As a kid I was chronic for about a year (though it wasn't identified as CM at the time). Treatment
didn't work and somehow I stopped being chronic after a year (although my headache/migraine incidence rate
remained high). I have no idea what made it revert. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
CT: Do you find the episodic vs. chronic #migraine dichotomy to be useful? Would you like to see more nuance? How
do you think this would change treatment, research, or perceptions of the illness (i.e., to think of it as a continuum or
constellation)? #MigraineChat https://t.co/Jwt8ezV9Ov

Krista @Kristacatlady
@beth_morton A6: I keep getting worse. I doubt I will ever be episodic. I hope I don't get worse. It I could find a doc I
could see who does things like lidocaine or ketamine infusions, I would feel hope, but so far, no luck. #MigraineChat

Jelly @notfortoast
@smithbrainz @beth_morton Huh. Interesting. I take mine preventatively, and it works. It’s PRN I would take before
work on what I knew would be a bad day. I tried it as an abortive and it was worthless. When I asked my doc about it,
he said he means me to take it before. #MigraineChat

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@beth_morton #migrainechat A4: Great Q!! To episodic, be assertive & proactive wherever you can in getting good
care. You may be able to keep your disease from escalating. Apps, trigger management, etc., may all help. (More)

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @ArchivistSariM: @beth_morton A5 cont. Pain-wise I can't really tell if the pain has gotten less intense or painful
(those terms don't a…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: If you’re episodic: Sometimes you transition to chronic through no fault of your own. I never want
to place blame, but I a…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @Kristacatlady: @fabriKatie @beth_morton Yes, I wonder, too--if I had things like confusion or clumsiness during
migraine attacks when I…

groweatgift @groweatgift
@migrainemusings @beth_morton Moving to biphasic sleep and rejecting attempt to do 9-5/force unsuitable sleep
pattern on my body have helped me. Mornings = migraines, unless very carefully managed. Night way better for me
for managing pain/being creative too, as quiet. #MigraineChat

Raven Mae @MaeNena73
@beth_morton A3: At first, the care for my chronic migraine was more focused & aggressive. Once the post-stroke 3
month window closed without the pain going away, they gave up. My care now is better than its ever been but still
could use some improvement. #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
@smithbrainz @beth_morton Oh, no. That’s dreadful. So sorry #MigraineChat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @migrainemusings: @beth_morton A4. Be careful with your sleep patterns and your meds. Those are 2 things that
u actually have some contr…

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @beth_morton: Q6: Have you ever successfully reverted from chronic to episodic #migraine? If so, what helped? If
not, do you have hope y…
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @Alexandria_SZ: @beth_morton A6 Yes. I had the cracked teeth that kept the intractable migraine triggered
extracted. The teeth may have…

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @beth_morton: If you’re episodic: Sometimes you transition to chronic through no fault of your own. I never want
to place blame, but I a…

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @beth_morton: CT: Do you find the episodic vs. chronic #migraine dichotomy to be useful? Would you like to see
more nuance? How do you…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @fabriKatie: A6. When I was working I had a very real fear that I was chronifying. Quitting my job has not "cured"
me but it has helped…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: CT: Do you find the episodic vs. chronic #migraine dichotomy to be useful? Would you like to see
more nuance? How do you…

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@beth_morton #migrainechat A4: To chronic, I’m so sorry you had to join our club. The bad part: you may lose
support of friends/family/colleagues. Ppl cannot wrap their heads around being sick w/o relief. The good part: (more)

Beth Morton @beth_morton
With everything going on this month, please be as well as possible. In keeping with the #MHAM theme, thank you for
being a part of my community. Here’s a shameless blog plug if you need awareness activity ideas this month.
https://t.co/TPioV2taE5 #YouNeedCommnity #MigraineChat

Sari C Mauro @ArchivistSariM
@beth_morton A4. Talk to your doctor about your episodic migraines. Keep talking about them, even if it's casually
mentioning that they are still a thing. If they become distressing, talk about them being distressing, ask about
options. #MigraineChat

Krista @Kristacatlady
@beth_morton CT: I don't really have an opinion about the dichotomy. I do wish they would do more studies on the
sickest patients. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
I’ll keep monitoring the #MigraineChat hashtag. Feel free to keep answering, replying to each other, etc. As usual, the
hour went fast!

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@beth_morton #migrainechat ...more A4: the good part is you have a relentless support squad in the rest of us, and
we KNOW STUFF. Also, we’ve never had so many promising new treatments available or in pipeline. Those 2 factors
make the odds better for us all now than ever. ❤ 

Sari C Mauro @ArchivistSariM
@beth_morton A4 cont. I'd say this holds true if you think "I never get migraines, just headaches" -- talk about your
headaches. Keep talking about your headaches. If they get distressing, talk bout that and ask for options.
#MigraineChat

groweatgift @groweatgift
@beth_morton Sounds good. Regular migraines more worrying than sporadic: would love to know reason for
escalation (beyond 'it's EDS. Suck it up.'). Any migraine awareness beyond 'take supatriptan' would be good, TBH..
Also suspect bigger MH crossovers with chronic than episodic. #MigraineChat
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TheGirlWhoCries @The_PetitPrince
@beth_morton to me before but it's affecting me so much. Tinnitus, insomnia, simply put, I was able to ignore the
head pain and concentrate on other things before but it's becoming harder and harder now. Every moment is
entangled in pain. I'm struggling to have a #migrainechat

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @fabriKatie: A6. When I was working I had a very real fear that I was chronifying. Quitting my job has not "cured"
me but it has helped…

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @fabriKatie: A2. I am episodic but feel I have had times when I've been bordering on chronic. Have never had a
doctor mention chronic mi…

groweatgift @groweatgift
RT @fabriKatie: A1. Thankfully can't call myself chronic but when I discovered more about migraine it was a real
shock to learn that some p…

Katie @fabriKatie
RT @beth_morton: CT: Do you find the episodic vs. chronic #migraine dichotomy to be useful? Would you like to see
more nuance? How do you…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@HemingwayMuse @Kristacatlady Honestly, this #MigraineChat has sparked some research ideas for me. I’m going
to go through the tweets and put some things to paper (no names, just thoughts) then figure out where to pitch
them to folks with funding.

Sari C Mauro @ArchivistSariM
@beth_morton A4 cont. I think there's this narrative, especially for people AFAB or perceived as women, that
migraines and headaches are "normal" and "expected" and "what can you do?" and that can lead people not to seek
treatment or mention their symptoms to their doctors. #MigraineChat

Sari C Mauro @ArchivistSariM
@beth_morton (This is in no way meant to be victim-blaming! If this is the societal soup we swim in, then it's going
to lead to under-treatment and for some people chronification) #MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
1/2. Something that really helped me was to stop thinking of migraine in terms of individual attacks that are sprung
on me. It's more like a wave I am riding. I don't have a lot of control about the direction but most days I have just
enough. #MigraineChat

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@beth_morton #migrainechat A6: I’m one of the very lucky super-responders to a CGRP antagonist. I tend to say I’m
“mostly in remission.” I still do good migraine hygiene (avoid certain food triggers, bring earplugs everywhere for
sound sensitivity)...(more)

groweatgift @groweatgift
@migrainemusings @beth_morton Me too - sleep only way to move from hyperpain stage to recovery stage (when it
dulls enough for sleep to be possible). I suspect chronotyping will become increasingly important in medicine. Ditto
self-observation. Listening to body essential for EDS management. #MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
2/2. I think if more people saw migraine as a continuum then our expectations would be more holistic and realistic.
High-symptom episodes are hard but they should not be viewed as failures. #MigraineChat

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@beth_morton ...#migrainechat ...A6: but that’s why I’m such an obnoxious evangelist for better care, R&D, funding,
etc. I want everyone w/migraine disease to get their lucky break, too. It’s life-changing.
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MoronicMusings_Of_A_Middle-AgedMigraneur @migrainemusings
@beth_morton I sometimes think there should be a third category for the people that only have a few a year, or less.
#migrainechat

Jelly @notfortoast
@smithbrainz @beth_morton Thank you. I sparingly use anything that works. Terrified of becoming tolerant, esp
since the dilaudid in the ER didn’t work a few years ago. #MigraineChat

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@beth_morton @HemingwayMuse @Kristacatlady OOH! Tag me if I can help!! #migrainechat CT: I think the
distinction is useful as descriptive, but as with everything in Migaineville, land mines abound. Understanding
ep/chronic as continuum has value.

Katie @fabriKatie
@ArchivistSariM @beth_morton The hereditary factor can be so unhelpful. If you are the "headachey child" of a
"headachey parent" you get the impression that's just how it's always going to be. #MigraineChat

MoronicMusings_Of_A_Middle-AgedMigraneur @migrainemusings
@beth_morton I was hospitalized by my HAS when I was about 16 to get rid of my daily, what I called "Spinal Tap"
migraine (but this one goes to 11). So, it wasn't daily anymore but still chronic. Then slowly as my stress lowered & ...
1/ #migrainechat

MoronicMusings_Of_A_Middle-AgedMigraneur @migrainemusings
@beth_morton I started to get more enjoyment out of life, it went to episodic. Then my life blew up and I'm back to
chronic. Stress and emotional health is such a factor. Can't emphasize it enough. 2/2 #migrainechat

MoronicMusings_Of_A_Middle-AgedMigraneur @migrainemusings
@Kristacatlady @fabriKatie @beth_morton I never thought of it that way. My main symptoms were light & smell
sensitivity, nausea w/ vomiting, and intense pain. Now I add a whole list of other symptoms, including an occasional
aura that makes me pass out, but I rarely vomit (yeah). #migrainechat

MoronicMusings_Of_A_Middle-AgedMigraneur @migrainemusings
@Kristacatlady @fabriKatie @beth_morton But I also have wondered if I'm just able to manage my nausea better
now. #migrainechat

Jelly @notfortoast
@beth_morton CT: Continuum. Episodic to chronic was at the time, the suck -but it was something I knew how to
deal with. The additional symptoms came later in chronic, and now some have been intractable. I turned 50 late last
year #MigraineChat

MoronicMusings_Of_A_Middle-AgedMigraneur @migrainemusings
@beth_morton A2. Stress! Family issues, issues with my doctorate, financial issues, relationship issues, issues with a
friend, and to top it all off - my cat of 16 years was dying. Pity party of 1, please.🙋 ♀  #migrainechat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
#migrainechat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
#migrainechat

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Writing & Reading @ Home @Alexandria_SZ
#migrainechat

Alicia @thedizzycook
@beth_morton A6: Yes, I'm so thankful to be episodic now. It just took a lot of time and effort, tweaking my plan over
time. I did a combination of things, but I also think a part of it was luck too. Overall even through fertility treatments,
I've been able to manage ok. #MigraineChat
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Rosie Dickson @dickson_rosie
@beth_morton I have reverted from Chronic to Episodic since starting #Ajovy meds. But this also coincided with the
lockdown in UK so it could be helped by the reduction in my travel. I'm finding migraine management much easier
whilst working from home #migrainechat

margo, undiagnosed @sicc_bitch
@beth_morton hi beth!! i’m margo. new to this, and super grateful for you and all the wisdom i’m finding in
#MigraineChat . a few months ago i had never had a serious migraine, now its been ten days since ive gone more
than 3 waking hours without one 😔

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@sicc_bitch Hi Margo! I’m glad you found #MigraineChat! But also sorry at the same time, if that makes sense.

WNC_PharmFacts @WNC_PharmFacts
Tune in to @mychronicbrain today for a #MigraineChat on Twitter at 1pm EST/10am PST! They’ll be covering
common causes of migraines and sharing stories. #MHAM

My Chronic Brain @mychronicbrain
@WNC_PharmFacts Hi there! We think you may be looking for #MigraineChat hosted by the awesome
@beth_morton on the first Monday of each month. 💜👍

WNC_PharmFacts @WNC_PharmFacts
We stand corrected - thanks to the wonderful folks @mychronicbrain, we’re correcting our previous info. The
#MigraineChat is with @beth_morton on the first Monday of each month. We’re sad our error made us miss this
month but we hope to tune in in July! 
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